Mentoring and quality improvement strengthen integrated management of childhood illness implementation in rural Rwanda
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ABSTRACT
Objective Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI) is the leading clinical protocol designed to decrease under-five mortality globally. However, impact is threatened by gaps in IMCI quality of care (QOC). In 2010, Partners In Health and the Rwanda Ministry of Health implemented a nurse mentorship intervention Mentoring and Enhanced Supervision at Health Centres (MESH) in two rural districts. This study measures change in QOC following the addition of MESH to didactic training.

Design Prepost intervention study of change in QOC after 12 months of MESH support measured by case observation using a standardised checklist. Study sample was children age 2 months to 5 years presenting on the days of data collection (292 baseline, 413 endpoint).

Setting 21 rural health centres in Rwanda.

Outcomes Primary outcome was a validated index of key IMCI assessments. Secondary outcomes included assessment, classification and treatment indicators, and QOC variability across providers. A mixed-effects regression model of the index was created.

Results In multivariate analyses, the index significantly improved in southern Kayonza (β-coefficient 0.17, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.22) and Kirije (β-coefficient 0.29, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.34) districts. Children seen by IMCI-trained nurses increased from 83.2% to 100% (p<0.001) and use of IMCI case recording forms improved from 65.9% to 97.1% (p<0.001). Correct classification improved (56.0% to 91.5%, p<0.001), as did correct treatment (78.3% to 98.2%, p<0.001). Variability in QOC decreased (intracluster correlation coefficient 0.613–0.346).

Conclusions MESH was associated with significant improvements in all domains of IMCI quality. MESH could be an innovative strategy to improve IMCI implementation in resource-limited settings working to decrease under-five mortality.

INTRODUCTION
Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI) was introduced to address the major causes of global mortality in children under age five.1 IMCI is an algorithmic symptomatic approach to paediatric visits designed to improve case management, health systems support, and family and community practices.2

Over 100 countries use IMCI, and studies have shown that IMCI improves healthcare quality, health worker performance, and can result in decreased under-five mortality and health cost savings.3–5 However, many countries have experienced significant barriers to widespread implementation, including poor training coverage, inadequate equipment and infrastructure, and political and financial constraints. Even in areas where IMCI has been implemented, optimal clinical benefits were not observed.6–10 One of the main challenges to achieving and maintaining the benefits of IMCI has been the quality of the IMCI-related services provided.

Supportive supervision following training has improved health worker performance in service delivery, including IMCI, in a number of settings.11–15 For example, healthcare workers in Uganda who received at least one supervisory visit including clinical observation following their IMCI training performed significantly better than those without this supervision.11 However, effective supervision models have been difficult to maintain.12–14

The Rwanda Ministry of Health (MOH) began the adaptation, training, and implementation of the IMCI protocol and case recording forms (CRF) in 2006 (see online supplementary file), with national scale-up of nurse training by 2008.16 However, similar to the findings of global evaluations,2 2 years after national training, significant barriers to IMCI implementation remained.16 These included IMCI use only on intermittently scheduled days, shortages in IMCI-trained nurses due to staff attrition, mismatch of nurse training with clinical assignment and limited on-site supervision. Despite remarkable progress, Rwanda still has significant rates of under-five mortality (76 per 1000 live births) and infant mortality (50 per 1000 live births), making improving IMCI a national priority.17 Partners In Health (PIH) has collaborated with the Rwanda MOH since 2005 to strengthen the healthcare delivery system in selected remote and underserved districts in the country. PIH is a global non-profit organisation committed to fighting disease and poverty in resource-limited settings together with local partners. We describe the impact of the addition of clinical and quality improvement (QI) mentorship to standard IMCI training on IMCI quality of care in PIH-supported districts.

METHODS
Setting This intervention and study occurred in all 21 nurse-led health centres (HCs) in two rural districts....
in Rwanda (southern Kayonza and Kirehe), serving an estimated population of 530 000.¹⁸

**Intervention**

The Mentoring and Enhanced Supervision at Health centres (MESH) programme was designed by PIH and the Rwanda MOH to build upon the foundation of standard IMCI training with: (1) regular visits by a clinical mentor for supportive supervision and (2) support for QI efforts to address systems gaps that affect IMCI implementation (figure 1).¹⁹ Between December 2010 and May 2011, after formal IMCI training had been facilitated to meet the Rwanda MOH minimum standard of 60% coverage of nurses per HC, MESH was sequentially introduced to groups of four HCs to achieve full coverage of all facilities in two districts. One clinical mentor per district trained in IMCI, mentorship and QI visited each HC every 4–6 weeks. Mentor visits included clinical coaching in the use of IMCI tools (algorithm and CRFs) through case observation, case-based and didactic teaching, feedback of performance data and facilitation of QI activities.¹⁹ No other IMCI-strengthening interventions occurred during the study period.

**Study design**

The evaluation was a prepost intervention design. Data collection was performed after IMCI training and before MESH (baseline) and after 12 months of MESH (endpoint) at all 21 HCs by IMCI nurse expert observers using a case observation checklist. All sick children aged 2 months to 5 years presenting to the HC for the first time during an acute illness episode on the days of data collection were eligible for inclusion. Observations were excluded if the child was severely ill and the observer’s immediate intervention was needed for appropriate patient care. For other patients, incorrect treatment prescribed by the nurses was recorded and then corrected by the observer prior to patient departure.

The case observation checklist was developed based on existing MOH and WHO tools²⁰ and adapted to the Rwandan IMCI protocols. Other data collection tools included a mentor activity log and a quarterly HC survey to measure presence of essential IMCI-related equipment and medications.

Nurses provided written informed consent to observation, and the observers explained the purpose of the study to caregivers, who could opt-out. No patient identifiers were collected. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Brigham and Women’s Hospital and the Rwanda National Ethics Committee.

**Sample size and data collection**

Sample size was calculated to detect a 15% change in the primary outcome at the district level (β=0.8) with an upward adjustment for potential clustering.²¹ ²² The final target was calculated as 200 clinical observations per district per time point to account for district-level differences in population. Based on this calculation, data collection continued to reach a minimum target of 15 (Kirehe) and 20 (southern Kayonza) observations per HC over up to 3 days. Time limits were placed due to time and resource constraints. The median number of observations included at baseline was 10 (range 1–24) and 17 (range 2–28) and at endpoint was 15 (range 14–19) and 25 (range 25–30) for Kirehe and southern Kayonza, respectively. Data collection took a total of 6 months at baseline and 5 months at endpoint, with HCs averaging 12.6 months of intervention exposure. The final study sample included case observation of 292 consultations at baseline and 413 at endpoint.

**Outcomes**

Health worker adherence to IMCI assessment, classification, counselling and treatment was assessed through indicators and summary indices extracted from instruments based on those validated in the IMCI multi-country evaluation (MCE).²³ Our primary outcome was the IMCI Integrated Assessment Index.²³ The Integrated Assessment Index was calculated for each consultation as the mean of 13 equally weighted assessment tasks completed in >2-year-olds and 16 tasks in <2-year-olds and normalised on a scale from 0 to 1 (figure 2). If a task was missing from data collection, the index was calculated using the number of items for which data were recorded. Approximately 5% of checklist items were missing from data collection at baseline, which were excluded from the index denominator. Sensitivity analysis counting missing items at baseline as completed found no change in results.

Secondary outcomes included additional assessment, classification and treatment indicators, use of IMCI protocols, and variability in quality of care delivered across nurses.

**Statistical analysis**

Differences were analysed using t tests for continuous variables and χ² tests for categorical variables. Population characteristics and the trend to improvement in Integrated Assessment Index

---

Footnotes:

¹⁸ Global child health.

¹⁹ Between December 2010 and May 2011, after formal IMCI training had been facilitated to meet the Rwanda MOH minimum standard of 60% coverage of nurses per HC, MESH was sequentially introduced to groups of four HCs to achieve full coverage of all facilities in two districts. One clinical mentor per district trained in IMCI, mentorship and QI visited each HC every 4–6 weeks. Mentor visits included clinical coaching in the use of IMCI tools (algorithm and CRFs) through case observation, case-based and didactic teaching, feedback of performance data and facilitation of QI activities. No other IMCI-strengthening interventions occurred during the study period.

²⁰ The Integrated Assessment Index was calculated for each consultation as the mean of 13 equally weighted assessment tasks completed in >2-year-olds and 16 tasks in <2-year-olds and normalised on a scale from 0 to 1 (figure 2). If a task was missing from data collection, the index was calculated using the number of items for which data were recorded. Approximately 5% of checklist items were missing from data collection at baseline, which were excluded from the index denominator. Sensitivity analysis counting missing items at baseline as completed found no change in results.

²¹ The Integrated Assessment Index was calculated for each consultation as the mean of 13 equally weighted assessment tasks completed in >2-year-olds and 16 tasks in <2-year-olds and normalised on a scale from 0 to 1 (figure 2). If a task was missing from data collection, the index was calculated using the number of items for which data were recorded. Approximately 5% of checklist items were missing from data collection at baseline, which were excluded from the index denominator. Sensitivity analysis counting missing items at baseline as completed found no change in results.

²² The Integrated Assessment Index was calculated for each consultation as the mean of 13 equally weighted assessment tasks completed in >2-year-olds and 16 tasks in <2-year-olds and normalised on a scale from 0 to 1 (figure 2). If a task was missing from data collection, the index was calculated using the number of items for which data were recorded. Approximately 5% of checklist items were missing from data collection at baseline, which were excluded from the index denominator. Sensitivity analysis counting missing items at baseline as completed found no change in results.

²³ The Integrated Assessment Index was calculated for each consultation as the mean of 13 equally weighted assessment tasks completed in >2-year-olds and 16 tasks in <2-year-olds and normalised on a scale from 0 to 1 (figure 2). If a task was missing from data collection, the index was calculated using the number of items for which data were recorded. Approximately 5% of checklist items were missing from data collection at baseline, which were excluded from the index denominator. Sensitivity analysis counting missing items at baseline as completed found no change in results.
were similar in each district in bivariate analyses; therefore, we present the results combined across districts. Most (96.7% (59/61)) nurses contributed multiple observations to the study sample. We measured the proportion of total variance in the index accounted for by the specific nurse provider at baseline and endpoint using the intracluster correlation coefficient (ICC). ICC was calculated using the ANOVA framework for the index outcome with nurse as the clustering factor.

Change in Integrated Assessment Index after controlling for potentially confounding factors was measured using mixed-effects regression. Because all nurses observed at endpoint were formally trained in IMCI, we could not separate improved training coverage from the impact of MESH in the multivariate analyses. Therefore, only nurses who were trained in IMCI were included in the multivariate analysis. Nurse was included as a random effect to account for clustering among consultations performed by the same nurse. Potential confounders were identified based on a conceptual framework derived from the MCE and included in the model a priori. Additional variables were considered for the model through backward selection with threshold p<0.05. Because MESH was implemented at the district level, an interaction term between district and preintervention or postintervention was included.

RESULTS

During the 12-month intervention period between baseline and endpoint, HCs received an average of 11.8 mentoring visits. Characteristics of our study population are described in table 1. No significant difference in HC or patient characteristics was seen between baseline and endpoint.

IMCI assessment, classification and treatment

Significant improvement was seen in almost all IMCI quality of care indicators. The primary outcome—the IMCI Integrated Assessment Index—improved significantly in both districts (figure 3). The index improved from 0.64 (SD 0.25) to 0.96 (SD 0.09) in children over 2 years of age, and from 0.61 (SD 0.23) to 0.92 (SD 0.09) among those under 2 years of age (p<0.001). All other quality of care measures for patient assessment improved significantly except for ‘weight checked against a growth chart’ category (table 2). Correct classification also improved significantly for all classifications (56.0% to 91.5%, p<0.001), and for pneumonia, diarrhoea and fever (58.7% to 98.7%, p<0.001).

Improvement in percentage of children given correct treatment per IMCI was also seen (78.3% to 98.2%, p<0.001). In subanalyses of specific clinical diagnoses, treatment improved in all disease categories measured; however, statistically significant improvement was only seen for pneumonia (71.4% to 98.6%, p<0.001). Counselling indicators dramatically improved from minimal activity at baseline to nearly all caregivers being counselled on appropriate hydration and reasons to return to the HC for care.

IMCI coverage and quality variability

Use of the IMCI CRF guides clinical decision-making per protocol. CRF use and nurse IMCI training status were used as

---

**Table 1 Sample characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Endpoint*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child visits†</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of child visits observed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean child age (months)+SD</td>
<td>24.2±15.4</td>
<td>24.8±16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child &lt;24 months old number (%)</td>
<td>161 (55.1)</td>
<td>221 (56.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child – male number (%)</td>
<td>140 (50.4)</td>
<td>203 (49.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting with cough number (%)</td>
<td>154 (52.9)</td>
<td>240 (58.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting with diarrhoea number (%)</td>
<td>48 (16.6)</td>
<td>76 (18.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting with fever number (%)</td>
<td>155 (53.5)</td>
<td>222 (54.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting with ear problem number (%)</td>
<td>7 (2.4)</td>
<td>11 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health centre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean proportion of essential oral and injectable drugs available+SD</td>
<td>0.96±0.05</td>
<td>0.95±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of under-five visits per month+SD</td>
<td>281±198</td>
<td>244±123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Student t test performed for difference of means for all continuous variables. \(\chi^2\) Testing was performed for all categorical variables. p Value >0.05 for all rows. †Symptom categories are not mutually exclusive. Missing data <5% for all rows.
measures of IMCI coverage among observed cases. The proportion of children seen using an IMCI CRF increased from 65.5% to 97.1% (p<0.001), with similar increase in treatment by an IMCI-trained nurse (83.2% to 100%, p<0.001). The variability in quality explained by the nurse performing the consultation decreased from baseline to endpoint (ICC 0.613–0.346).

**Multivariate analysis**

The effect of MESH on mean IMCI Integrated Assessment Index was modified by district; therefore, stratified results are presented. Variables included in the final model were: district, age under 2 years, sex, presence of cough, presence of fever, HC duration of PIH support, proportion of essential oral and injectable drugs present at the HC at baseline, patient volume, and level of mentoring support during the intervention period. After restricting to IMCI-trained nurses and adjustment for potential confounding and clustering at the nurse level, MESH remained associated with a significant improvement in the Integrated Assessment Index in both districts: β-coefficient 0.29 (95% CI 0.23 to 0.34) in Kirehe and 0.17 (95% CI 0.12 to 0.22) in southern Kayonza (table 3). Other variables significantly associated with higher scores were child age <2 years (95% CI 0.01 to 0.05) and fever as a presentation (95% CI 0.01 to 0.05) and similar increase in treatment by an IMCI-trained nurse (83.2% to 100%, p<0.001). The variability in quality explained by the nurse performing the consultation decreased from baseline to endpoint (ICC 0.613–0.346).

**DISCUSSION**

Effective delivery of IMCI can improve management of the main causes of under-five mortality globally; however, high quality IMCI care has been difficult to achieve in many resource-limited settings. We report the improvement in quality of IMCI care delivery through a nurse mentoring and QI intervention integrated into the existing health system. This finding remained significant after adjusting for a number of confounders and limiting to IMCI-trained nurses. While younger patient age was associated with a slightly lower index, potentially related to the higher task-load required for children under 2 years of age, improvement was also seen in both age groups.

Formal training has been the traditional approach to IMCI introduction, but is often followed by limited supervision. Training is typically expensive, and continuous staff turnover decreases the effectiveness and increases the cost. Given that MESH led to significant improvement in IMCI assessment among IMCI-trained nurses, MESH could be an important complement to amplify and sustain the impact of initial training on quality of care delivered.

While our sample characteristics and primary outcome did not differ by district in bivariate analyses, the effect of MESH was modified by the implementation district in the multivariate model. This interaction was likely due to the lower baseline index scores in Kirehe, allowing for a steeper improvement during the year of intervention than in southern Kayonza. However, both districts significantly improved after 1 year of MESH.

Our study also found that almost all other indicators of IMCI assessment, classification and treatment improved significantly after 1 year of MESH. One exception was the use of a growth chart for nutrition screening. We found this to be a particularly challenging area for nurses and mentorship in this area is ongoing.

Although no new trainings were conducted during the intervention period, we found improvement in IMCI coverage with...
This could be an important strategy to achieving the predicted impact from IMCI on child survival in similar settings, as well as improving quality of care in other protocol-driven areas including maternal health and HIV management. Further investigation is needed to explore the long-term effects of the MESH strategy on IMCI-trained staff and the cost-effectiveness of this combined mentorship and QI approach in improving the processes and outcomes of IMCI. Given the challenges of staff turnover and cost of formal trainings, study of the potential role of MESH as an alternative to the traditional training approach is also needed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom :</th>
<th>Age :</th>
<th>Poids : kg</th>
<th>Température : °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demander : Quels sont les problèmes de l’enfant ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Première visite :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visite de suivi :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Évaluer (entourer tous les signes présents)**

**Rechercher les signes généraux de danger**

- L’ENFANT TOUSSE-T-IL OU A-T-IL DES DIFFICULTÉS RESPIRATOIRES ?
  - Oui ___, Non ___.
  - Depuis combien de temps ? __ jours.
  - Compter les respirations par minute.
  - Nombre de respirations par minute. Respiration rapide ?
  - Rechercher un tirage sous-costal.
  - Regarder et écouter le stéthoscope.

- L’ENFANT A-T-IL LA DIARRHÉE actuellement ?
  - Oui ___, Non ___.
  - Depuis combien de jours ? __ jours.
  - Si depuis plus de 7 jours, la fièvre a-t-elle été présente tous les jours ?
  - L’enfant a-t-il eu des hémorragies spontanées ?
  - L’enfant a-t-il eu la rougeole au cours des 3 derniers mois ?

- VH probable
  - Ses selles contiennent-elles du sang ?
  - Est-il incapable de boire ou boit-il difficilement ?
  - Offrir à boire à l’enfant ; l’enfant :
    - Si est-il assis, boit-il avidement,
    - Pincer la peau de l’abdomen de l’enfant. Le pli s’efface-t-il :
      - Très lentement (plus de 2 secondes), lentement (moins de 2 secondes)

- L’ENFANT A-T-IL LA FIEVRE ? (Antécédents/chaud au toucher/température de 37.5°C ou plus)
  - Oui ___, Non ___.
  - Depuis combien de jours ? __ jours.
  - Si depuis plus de 7 jours, la fièvre a-t-elle été présente tous les jours ?
  - L’enfant a-t-il eu des hémorragies spontanées ?
  - L’enfant a-t-il eu la rougeole au cours des 3 derniers mois ?

- Malnutrition ?
  - Observation et recherche d’une raideur de muqueuse.
  - Observer et rechercher les signes de gravité du paludisme (ictère, hémorragies, urines foncées)
  - Rechercher les signes de ROUGEOLE :
    - Éruption généralisée et l’un de ces signes :
      - Toux, écoulement nasal, ou yeux rouges :
  - Si l’enfant a actuellement la rougeole ou l’a eu au cours des 3 derniers mois :
  - Si elles sont présentes, sont-elles profondes et étendues ?
  - Regarder s’il y a du pus qui coule de yeux.
  - Regarder s’il existe une opacité de la cornée

- L’ENFANT A-T-IL UN PROBLÈME D’OREILLE ?
  - Oui ___, Non ___.
  - Depuis combien de temps ? __ jours.
  - A-t-il des douleurs d’oreille ?
  - Y a-t-il un écoulement d’oreille ?
  - Appuyer sur le tragus pour rechercher une douleur
  - Si oui, combien de temps ? __ jours.

- Mère séropositive ?
  - Recherche la pâleur palmaire et conjonctivale
  - Pâleur sévère ___, Pâleur légère ___, Pas de pâleur ___.

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

**Puis rechercher les signes de malnutrition**

- Rechercher les signes d’amaigrissement visible et sévère
- Rechercher les oedèmes au niveau des 2 pieds.
- Déterminer le poids pour l’âge
  - Très faible : Pas très faible : Si poids très faible :
  - Rechercher infection symptomatique probable VIII

**Rechercher une infection symptomatique VIII probable**

- Pneumonie actuelle ?
  - Ganglions sur 2 aires ou plus : cervicales, axillaires, inguinales
- Diarrhée persistante actuelle ou au cours des 3 derniers mois ?
  - Y a-t-il un muguet ?
- Écoulement d’oreille actuelle ou dans les ATCD ?
  - Y a-t-il un gonflement de la parotide ?
- Malnutrition :

**Évaluer l’état vaccinal**

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCG</th>
<th>DTC1</th>
<th>DTC2</th>
<th>DTC3</th>
<th>Anti rougeoleux</th>
<th>Vitamine A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polio 0</td>
<td>Polio 1</td>
<td>Polio 2</td>
<td>Polio 3</td>
<td>Hep3/HIB 1</td>
<td>Hep3/HIB 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Évaluer l’alimentation de l’enfant**

- Allez-vous de l’enfant au sein ? Oui ___, Non ___.
- Si oui, combien de fois en 24 heures ? __ fois. Allitez-vous pendant la nuit ? Oui ___, Non ___.
- L’enfant consomme-t-il d’autres aliments et liquides ? Oui ___, Non ___.

**Si oui, quels aliments ou quels liquides ?**

- Combien de fois par jour ? __ fois. Comment donnez-vous à manger à l’enfant ? __

**Si le poids de l’enfant est très faible pour son âge : quelle quantité lui donnez-vous à chaque repas ?** __

- L’enfant reçoit-il sa propre portion ? __ Qui fait manger l’enfant ? Et comment ? __
- Pendant sa maladie, l’alimentation de l’enfant a-t-elle changé ? Oui ___, Non ___.

**Si oui, comment ?** __

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date) **

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---

**Signe général de danger présent ?**

- Oui ___, Non ___.

**Ne pas oublier d’utiliser le signe de danger lors de la classification**

---

**Entourer les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui et la vitamine A**

**Ramener l’enfant pour la prochaine vaccination le (date)**

---

**Évaluer les autres problèmes**

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenir pour une visite de suivi le :</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expliquer à la mère quand revenir immédiatement :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faire les vaccinations nécessaires aujourd’hui :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donner de la vitamine A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conseils pour l’alimentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>